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Memorandum of Understanding

DATE: May 17, 2021

TO: Shoshana Lew, Executive Director of CDOT

FROM: Eulois Cleckley, Executive Director of DOTI

SUBJECT: Colfax BRT NEPA Path Forward and Commitment to Resolve Traffic Concerns

CC: Douglas Rex, Executive Director of DRCOG; Cindy Terwilliger, Region $ Regional Administrator ETA;

Debra Johnson, CEO and General Manager, RTD

Denver is excited to partner with CDOT, DRCOG, ETA, RTD and other agencies to move the East Colfax BRT
project forward, a project of regional strategic importance. We appreciate the tremendous amount of work by
CDOTto help bring us to a path forward. The purpose of this memorandum of understanding is to document
critical considerations and agreements between CDOT and Denver, which will allow Denver to conduct a Federal
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) evaluation—the next phase of project development. The NEPA
process will evaluate a Center Running BRT alternative (from Broadway to Yosemite) and a No Build alternative,
unless information comes forward in the process that indicates that a Side Running BRT would realistically
become the clearly superior alternative as viewed by all project partners. The Center Running alternative will be
compared to No Build as the future baseline condition.

The first tenet of moving forward will be to continue a strong partnership with CDOT, as well as the FTA, RTD,
DRCOG, and our sister cities of Lakewood and Aurora. Colfax is an important corridor for the metro region
serving multiple urban functions including commerce, access, travel, and entertainment. Denver recognizes that
while transforming the densest portions of Colfax to prioritize transit, vehicular access must be maintained and
adequately and safely accommodated. As such, there will be extensive communication and collaboration
between partners on major decisions as the project proceeds through the NEPA phase and beyond, and these
processes will be appropriately documented. Operations decisions will be considered hand-in-hand with design
decisions throughout project development.

Denver has a keen interest in maintaining Colfax’s transportation function which includes acceptable operations
for all modes including single occupant vehicles. CDOT has already identified concerns related to future traffic
operations which will be fully vetted in the NEPA phase. As preliminary engineering proceeds, Denver will
partner with CDOT and other agencies to mitigate impacts to traffic operations, with an overall goal that traffic
operations will consider all modes and system operations will generally not be degraded beyond the No Build
scenario and will be improved upon (from the No Build option) wherever possible. CDOT has identified specific
concerns about intersections currently projected to be LOS E/F, and the associated long queue lengths resulting
from both left turn and through movements. Denver understands that necessary mitigation may increase
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project cost as solutions such major intersection improvements may be necessary to resolve operational
problems at those locations. Such mitigation should be documented in the NEPA document. This is consistent
with the draft Purpose and Need. Achieving this will take the best thinking from all project partners, being open
to creative engineering solutions and flexible design that can adapt to future changes, even where those
proposals may deviate from the original concepts.

Denver has a robust and substantial public involvement plan for this project, involving multiple layers of
communication and methods forthe public to engage. The purpose of this plan is to 1) fully inform the public
about the project and how it will perform, and its associated impacts upon implementation, 2) solicit input from
the public regarding all aspects of the project to inform the scope and design as the project proceeds, and 3)
track and respond to comments so that partners in the process and the public can see/hear how concerns are
addressed.

Denver intends to supplement our funding by applying for an FTA Small Starts grant in 2022, and it is our plan
not to request CDOT funding for the project at this time.

We appreciate the work that has already gone into the Colfax BRT project, and look forward to moving forward
to design a Colfax corridor that serves our citizens and visitors with excellent, multi-modal transportation
options.

I concur:

sCl,ecutive Di7 orofCCD DOTI

I concur:

June 2, 2021

Shoshana Lew, Executive Director of CDOT Date
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